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)e paper reports on the importance of applying the holistic approach in designing a personalized bone scaffold, but also all other
kinds of personalized implants. In addition, the paper attempts to point out the important aspects of the design of a PBS against
which the quality of a realistic and applicable design solution should be assessed. )e holistic approach refers to the adaptation of
design features of a bone scaffold to the multilateral specifics related to the particular patient, its surgical case, and curing
treatment. To ensure a successful application, five aspects of personalized bone scaffold design should be considered while it is
being adapted: anatomical congruency, mechanical conformity, biochemical compatibility and biodegradability, manufactur-
ability, and implantability. To demonstrate the importance of applying a holistic approach in designing a personalized bone
scaffold, the paper shows a case where a patient-specific scaffold aimed at the reconstruction of a large missing piece of mandible
was designed. )e research resulted in a series of recommendations regarding the methods of bone geometry reconstruction and
scaffold design. )e paper sheds new light on the desired mechanical properties of a personalized bone scaffold while also
recommending possible design parameters for optimizing the construction according to these properties. Finally, it recommends a
possible procedure of integral production of personalized bone scaffold and bone graft. )e presented so-called holistic approach
announces a new systematic process of designing a personalized bone scaffold, which, although requiring a comprehensive
consideration of complex requirements, is inevitable to make the designed solution applicable.

1. Introduction

To improve the process of recovery of damaged tissue, the
current research in the field of tissue engineering is focused
on developing the tissue substituent that is designed for each
patient individually, the so-called personalized or patient-
specific solution. With regard to the bone scaffold creation,
which is an integral part of the bone tissue substituent,
primarily serving to provide mechanical support to the
weakly consolidated granular consistency of the bone graft,
personalization comprehends multilateral adaptation of a
bone scaffold design: its geometry should be shaped in
accordance with the patient anatomy and implantation

conditions whereas mechanical and biochemical features of
the scaffold structure should be harmonized to the corre-
sponding patient’s specifics. Typical cases when the use of
personalized bone scaffold (PBS) is indicated are related to
the reconstruction of a bone whose structure is significantly
damaged; that is, a large piece of a bone is missing. )e term
large missing piece of the bone refers to a bone piece so large
that is hard to expect to be recovered by the nature itself.
)ere are typical cases why some large pieces of the bone
could lack. )e first case refers to the bones that have been
damaged by a mechanical injury (fractures) where broken
parts of the bone cannot be placed and fixed in a natural
position. A typical example is multiple bone fractures where
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small or large parts are dislocated, and some part(s) of the
bone is/are lacked or crushed. )e second case refers to a
bone in which a large part is affected by a tumour. )e third
case refers to a bone which is affected by a congenital or
developmental anatomical anomaly. A typical example is
related to the requirement for limb bone lengthening for
functional and aesthetic reasons. In any case, it is necessary
to try to create and implant a permanent replacement for the
missing part of the bone. In principle, there are two ap-
proaches: (1) replacing that part of the bone with endo-
prosthesis and (2) trying to induce the body to regenerate the
missing part on its own. )e second approach is certainly
better, but it is not always possible. Age, that is, the re-
generative capacity and general health of the patient, the
possibility of fixation, and mechanical viability are factors
that direct the determination of which these two approaches
can be applied.)e approach of inducing the body to recover
on its own in cases where a large part of the bone is damaged
can be aided by the implantation of a specific type of im-
plant, the bone scaffold. )e first goal of bone scaffold
implantation is to hold the graft (proto tissue) and to provide
the most efficient regeneration of the missing (bone) tissue
volume. Regarding this goal, it is easy to recognize the need
to optimize the geometry and mechanical properties of the
scaffold according to the specifics that characterize a par-
ticular patient’s case. )e second goal comprehends thor-
ough and fast growth of the bone tissue through the volume
of the scaffold (missing piece), connecting with healthy
nearby bone tissue without inducing the (bio)pathologic
responses like infections. In the context of this goal, the
scaffold bioactivity that could reflect in its time-controlled
biodegradability and its capability to absorb and dose active
substances according to the external inducing signal be-
comes one of its utmost important features [1].

2. Objectives andChallenges ofPBSApplication

)e objectives and corresponding challenges related to the
personalization of a human bone scaffold design can be
identified by the analysis of the main features that PBS
should possess.

2.1. Aspect of Anatomical Congruency. )e geometry of PBS
should follow the enveloping boundary surfaces of the
volume of the missing piece of the bone. Implicitly, this
feature requires enveloping outward and inward struts of
PBS to follow the boundary surfaces of the volume of the
bone piece that should be substituted by PBS (Figure 1).

To enable the generation of the callus that will preserve
the anatomical shape of the bone as much as possible, as well
as enabling transferring the load through the expected an-
atomically defined directions, the imperative for the design
of the bone scaffold is to be congruent to the anatomic shape
of the bone region where it should be implanted. In addition,
it is essential to build the struts in such a manner to enable
maximal communication with nearby tissues. )e “tissue
communication” facilitates the revascularization and rein-
nervation of the proto tissue of the bone graft, which is a

precondition for thorough and fast bone tissue formation.
)is request suggests that PBS should be designed to be as
hollow as possible. At the same time, PBS must hold the
semiliquid structure of the bone graft within the cage of PBS
in the first several weeks of the recovery, while the graft is
being solidified and connected with other nearby tissues.
)ese two design objectives, hollowness or airiness and
closedness (needed to keep the graft within the volume of
PBS under the load), are to some extent contradictory. )e
anatomically shaped cage-like or lattice-like structures of the
PBS, where the outward struts are disposed in a bit denser
manner than the inner struts, may be considered as an
optimal solution [2, 3] (Figure 2).

Additionally, proper design of the cross section of
outward and inward struts could help for better holding the
graft material inside the scaffold. )e cross section of these
struts could be designed to provide more resistance for the
mass inside to get out of the cage than for the organic
structures to penetrate the space of the cage (Figure 3).

)e granules of autologous crushed bone (or granules of
allogeneic or synthetic bone material) in the mixture of a
bone graft serve as microcarriers for a soft material of the
bone graft, which is usually consisting of fat tissue, stem and/
or progenitor cells, and other soft and liquid substances. In a
way, these granules consolidate the semiliquid material of
the bone graft. At the same time, these granules play a role of
a sort of generic centres for ossification process spreading.

2.2. Aspect of Mechanical Conformity. )e PBS should be
designed in a way to enable the required magnitude of
deformations in the specific directions under the most
common load/constraint cases inherent to the patient [2, 4].
Actually, properly designed construction and material se-
lection for PBS can provide a suitable strength of the
structure that will enable the required magnitude of de-
formation and fatigue resistance (Figure 4). )e speed and
thoroughness of the ossification process are directly related
to the mechanical stimulus that the traumatized bone region
is exposed [5, 6]. Mechanical stimuli that are induced within
the neighbouring traumatized tissue and within the pro-
totissue of the bone graft while transferring a part of the
mechanical load accelerate the ossification. )e proper
mechanical stimulus is in the function of magnitude and
direction of bone graft deformation, that is, PBS deforma-
tion.)at is why the PBS construction should be designed in
a way to provide the proper deformations under the load
cases usual for the particular patient (neither too small,
neither too intensive mechanical stimulus) (Figure 4). At the
same time, it should endure the necessary number of cycles
of the load that will be imposed while the recovery process
ongoing without losing its support function. )ere are a few
research endeavours reporting on the optimization of lat-
tice-like scaffold structure in terms of mechanical charac-
teristics required for the specific patient [2, 4].

2.3.Aspect ofBiochemicalCompatibility andBiodegradability.
In terms of biochemical properties, the material of PBS must
not cause any kind of pathologic effects on the patient’s
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organism. Furthermore, the ideal PBS material should be
biodegradable, whereby dissolution products of the PBS
must not be toxic to the patient’s organism. )e volume of
the PBS struts that are being dissolved in time should be
substituted by the native bone tissue, which is being gen-
erated from the proto tissue of the graft at the same time.)e

objective regarding biodegradability is to enable control of
the biodegradation process in time. )is would make
controlling the load that PBS should carry during the re-
covery period possible. A solution that might be applicable is
to wrap a core material of the scaffold struts (Figure 5). )e
type of wrapping layer material and its thickness may be
used to control the period of its degradation [7]. After the
period of wrapping material degradation, the core material
of the struts is expected to start degrading also. Not less
important than time biodegradability is the capacity of the
PBS to react in accordance with the state of the tissue that is
being recovered. )e PBS should be able to contain bio-
medical, active substances in their struts that can be released
in the space around it to prevent infection and stimulate
ossification and cell differentiation. It could be especially
valuable if the dosing of these bioactive substances may be
controlled by some external induces like a specific magnetic
field [1].

2.4. Aspect of Manufacturability. )e PCB should be man-
ufactured in the clinical sterile environment regularly.
Considering the complexity of the PBS geometry (especially,
if the bone graft should be built concurrently), it is no doubt
that the PBS manufacturing can be done efficiently only by
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Figure 1: Anatomical congruency of the personalized bone scaffold.
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Figure 2: )e lattice (cage) of inner cross-connecting and outward/inward enveloping struts.
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Figure 3: )e cross section design of the PBS struts and its effects.
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an additive manufacturing technology (AMT). However, no
current AMT is quite suitable for the manufacturing of the
hereinbefore described PBS. Due to some limitations, each of
the currently available AMTs is deficient in some sense [8, 9].
Although SLS, SLM [4], DMLS, and EBM can create the
complex 3D lattice that is wanted (Figure 6), the current
fabrication process of these kinds cannot sinter the biode-
gradable material, neither more materials concurrently.

Probably, the most promising current AMT technology
is FDM for two reasons: (1) it may be easily adapted to
deposit biocompatible, biodegradable materials, and even
the bone graft mixture and (2) it is relatively cheap regarding
any other AM technologies. )e low accuracy of this kind of
technology does not have great importance, since the geo-
metric and dimensional tolerances of the PBS and other
orthopaedic implants are not so tight as for the parts related
to conventional mechanical engineering [10–12]. )e FDM

machine should be able to deposit at least two biodegradable
materials, the core of the PBS struts and a wrapping layer
that are going to be used for controlling the degradation
during recovery (Figure 5). In addition, along with the
material for PBS struts, the syringes of that FDM machine
should be able to deposit bone graft substances. )e de-
posited bone graft biomaterial can support the strut’s ma-
terial, since it is expected to build the PBS in which geometry
is not a simple multilayered two-dimensional pattern of
fibres [13] (Figure 7).

2.5. Aspect of Implantability. )e PBS design should be
characterized by suitable fastening elements that facilitate
implantation, making it fast and preventing the scaffold
mispositioning. )e fastening elements (attachment) are
expected to be designed in accordance with the patient’s
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Figure 4: Design parameters that can be used for adjusting the requested deformation [2]. (b) Initial design. (c) Struts’ density. (d) Low
struts’ density. (e) )ick cross section. (f ) )in cross section. (g) Wide strut’s angle. (h) Sharp strut’s angle.
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anatomy and the particular surgical operation plan
(Figure 8).

Hence, as it is explained hereinbefore, the PBS design needs
to fulfill a complex of patient-specific requirements. It must be
biochemically compatible with patient’s organism, geometri-
cally congruent to the patient’s anatomy, biodegradable (time-
controlled if possible), and preferably bioactive, mechanically
tuned to produce the required deformation for the patient’s
specific load case, adjusted to the patient’s specific implanting
conditions and finally manufacturable, Figure 9.

)e recovery process in its wholeness and not just
separate objectives like anatomical congruency, biocom-
patibility, mechanical conformity, easiness of implanting, or
similar, should be the fundamental reference to be con-
sidered while adapting, that is, personalizing the bone
scaffold.

3. Related Research

In most of the papers, which are related to the topic of
personalized human bone implants, the personalization is

about the adaptation of the geometry of endoprostheses [14]
or fixation elements (plates, [15]) to the geometry of the
injured bone. )ere are many papers reporting on con-
ducted analyses and simulations of mechanical behaviour of
the bone [16] or corresponding endoprosthesis and fixation
elements or their assembly [17] performed by the finite
element method. However, there is almost no reported
research in which a FEM analysis is performed to adapt the
geometry of the implant structure to provide targeted de-
formations that would affect tissue recovery, i.e., stimulating
the ossification process.

)ere are also reports on design solutions of personal-
ized endoprostheses and fixation elements, which consider
implantation and production aspects [18]. )e advent of
additive technologies enabled more intensive research re-
lated to the design and manufacturing of personalized
implants. )ere are numerous papers in which special at-
tention is paid to the application and benefits of using
additive technologies for the manufacture of personalized
endoprostheses [19]. Regarding the procedure and strategy
of making personalized implants, there are several papers
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Figure 5: Multilayered material struts as a solution for time-controlled biodegradability.
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Figure 6: Different designs of the anatomically shaped lattice scaffold (truss) fabricated by the DMLS process [8, 9].
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and patents [20, 21]. However, in these materials, one can
find just a few recommendations for the target parameters of
design adaptation as well as for the assessment of the quality
of a design solution.

When the field of research is narrowed down to per-
sonalized scaffolds, it is very difficult to find a paper
reporting on research related to the design of personalized
bone scaffolds, and even fewer in which the bone scaffold
design has been perceived in a comprehensive way. If one
were to try to group research in this domain, it could be said
that there are four basic subdomains of research. In the first
subdomain, the focus is on scaffold geometry, most often

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Adaptation of a personalized titanium scaffold design aimed for the reconstruction of a crushed acetabulum labrum may be seen
in adding the fastening latches for fixing screws placement: (a) )e scaffold lips are added to facilitate fastening and (b) Ti-alloy scaffold
fabricated by DMLS.
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Figure 7: )e PBS and its bone graft in the fabrication process.
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Figure 9: )e main features of the PBS.
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with special emphasis on the imitation of bone tissue mi-
crostructure [22].)is research is dedicated to the modelling
and optimization of the porous structure of a bone scaffold
[23]; however, the design solutions resulting from these
studies are not related to the comprehensive scaffold per-
sonalization. )e focus of a second subdomain is on the
analysis and simulation of mechanical properties of various
types of scaffolds [24]. )e third subdomain is dedicated to
testing of additive technologies capabilities for bone scaf-
folds production [25–27]. Finally, there are scaffold design
studies that include a combination of the previous three
subdomains [4]. However, there are just a few recent papers
[28] showing the design solutions that encompass all es-
sential design aspects necessary to make PBS successfully
applicable. Moreover, there is a lack of proposals for a
reference framework that would provide guidelines for
perceiving the PBS design solution comprehensively as well
as for its applicability assessment. With this paper, we at-
tempt to provide an initial step towards this framework by
proposing a set of criteria for comprehensive applicability
assessment of PBS design.

4. Materials and Methods

)e example we took as a reference example to test the
holistic approach was the preadult human mandible that
lacks a large part due to a congenital anatomical anomaly
(Figure 10). Moreover, the bone is largely deformed due to
lack of a part of the bone. )e half of the right ramus and
complete coronoid and condylar processes including the
mandible condyles remained undeveloped (Figure 10).

Due to the absence of temporomandibular joint and
muscles attachment areas, the stump on the right side of the
mandible became asymmetrical with respect to the corre-
sponding part of the left side.

)e aim was to design and produce a PBS that could be
implanted providing the temporary mechanical support to
the bone graft material inserted into the cage of PBS. )e
geometry of the lattice-like scaffold, which is expected to be
implanted together with an appropriate bone graft to sub-
stitute the missing part(s) of the mandible, should provide
the targeted anisotropy of the mechanical properties in
terms of its stiffness in the specific directions. Since this is a
bone of a preadult patient, a boy who is facing a period of
intensive growth of all tissues including bone tissue as well, a
big capacity for ossification is considered an opportunity to
implant the scaffold and graft on time. Instead of the usual
treatment that recommends waiting for the bone tissue to
stop growing (and get its final shape) and only then to
perform subsequent extension operations, the application of
PBS with a bone graft allows alternative treatment, to im-
plant the bone substitute before the tissue growth. In this
way, it is possible to utilize the ossification capacity of a
young growing bone for the natural growth of a large bone
mass that is missing. )is treatment could prevent the bone
from suffering additional deformation during the intensive
growth caused by forces generated by surrounding muscles
and bones. )e missing part of the bone could be formed
before extensive tissue growth, so it could follow the growth

of other surrounding tissues correcting the existing ana-
tomical anomaly. For the creation of mandible PBS, the
method of holistic personalization has been applied, which
took into consideration all the PBS design aspects that were
described earlier in the paper.

5. Results

5.1. Digital Reconstruction of a Bone’s Geometry. )e inev-
itable step in making PBS is to build a geometric model of a
(damaged) bone in the form in which it was before the
damage. )e most efficient way to try to shape a biological
form, such as the boundary surface of a bone, characterized
by complex topology is to use a surface subdivision mod-
elling technique. Surface subdivision technique enables ef-
ficient shaping of a NURSS (Nonuniform Recursive
Subdivision Surface) primitive in accordance with a target
bone geometry (Figure 11), preventing the creation of
cracks, voids, and wrinkles [11, 12, 29].

)e network of nodes and edges generated during the
formation of the initial NURSS primitive is characterized by
a regular spatial arrangement of nodes (Figure 12).

Near local deviations in surface curvature (e.g., bulges or
dents on the bone), it is possible to form a denser network of
control points and faces, whose subsequent translations and
rotations can effectively model these local deviations.

5.2. Scaffold Designing. )e shaped NURSS mesh serves as a
basis on which the struts of the scaffold can be arranged. PBS
struts are being designed as groups of user-defined features
(UDFs) whose main member is sweep protrusion form. It is
characterized by a cross section and the guiding curve that
shapes the protrusion line (Figure 13). )e form of the cross
section of the struts can be selected from a list of previously
defined cross sections. )e parameters that control the
design of the cross section of the struts can be used later in
adapting lattice structure design towards targeted me-
chanical properties by the FEM. Since each strut is a new
instance of strut UDF, it is possible to make each strut of the
scaffold unique in its shape, by fitting it to the desired
mechanical characteristics.

5.3. Adaption of the Scaffold Design to the Required Mechanic
Properties. To get the scaffold construction of the required
structural strength for the period of tissue growth and re-
covery, a finite element optimization study has been con-
ducted. )e optimization parameters could be density
(number) of struts, the shape and dimensions of the cross-
sectional elements (Figure 4), the arrangement of appro-
priate (predefined) dilatation elements (struts).

)e objective is targeted anisotropy in terms of me-
chanical properties, primarily flexural strength in the specific
directions, and elasticity that will not obstruct the growth of
proto tissue, neither its binding to surrounding healthy bone
tissue. )e elasticity of the PBS should be harmonized with
the elasticity of the healthy part of the mandible to minimize
the deformation difference between bone and PBS. Fur-
thermore, the flexural strength of the PBS construction
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should be harmonized with the other (healthy) part of the
bone.

)e elongation capacity can be adjusted by inserting the
so-called polarized dilatation elements of PBS instead of the
usual struts (Figure 13(b)).

Due to the expected high concentration of stress in the
zone between temporomandibular joint and ramus based on
FEA (Figure 14), the lattice of the scaffold in the region of the
condylar process is denser.

5.4. Adaption of PBS Design to the Implantation Conditions.
When it comes to implantability, it is necessary to consider
the following: (1) connection of the implant with the existing

bone and method of attachment, (2) connection of implants
with muscle tissue and connective tissue to ligaments, (3)
bearing of the implant if it replaces the part of the bone that
is a part of the joint surface of the bone, and (4) the method
of inserting the implant into the body. Implanting elements
have been added to the scaffold construction (Figure 15).
Part of the scaffold at the interface with the bone stump is
widened so that it can be elastically attached to the bone
stump. Fastening latches have been added at selected places
to utilize the placement of screws. In accordance with the
surgeon’s request, for the attachment of the masseter muscle
with the scaffold and the bone graft inside, a kind of hooks
were added to the basic construction of the scaffold on the
ramus and the coronoid process. A specific cage of struts

Lack of ramus, 
coronoid process,

and condylar
process

Large deviation 
of mandible 
shape due to 

lack of right end 
of the bone

Figure 10: )e case for working out the holistic approach in designing PBS and personalized implant.
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Final shape of 
shaped NURSS 

primitive
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Figure 11: Creating the geometry of the bone by shaping Nonuniform Recursive Subdivision Surface primitive.
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around the pivot zone of the temporomandibular joint was
built to provide required functions during recovery.

Finally, the aspect of the installation activity itself must
always be considered separately and in detail, so personal-
ization of the scaffold solution is inevitable in this regard.

5.5. Manufacturing PBS. For the purposes of the experi-
ment, the manufacturing process was designed to test the
possibility of an integrated deposition of scaffold and bone
graft material. )is concurrent deposition of different
materials indicates two additional aspects of manufacturing
of PBS:

(1) Integrated implants (assembly of scaffold and bone
graft) must be manufactured in the clinical condi-
tions right before the surgical operation or during
the operation itself

(2) )at necessity consequently requires a specific kind
of manufacturing system aimed for personalized
implants design and production, which should
operate in clinical conditions

Since, at the time of the experiment of manufacturing the
integral personalized implant, there was no available AMT
machine capable of stacking biological and scaffolds ma-
terials concurrently, it was decided to simulate the

Struts of 
the PBS 
follow the 
NURSS 
mesh 

(a)

 

Cross 
section 

Guiding 
cur e 

(b)

Figure 13: (a) PBS as an assembly of strut’s UDFs laying over NURSS mesh. (b) A simple variant of a strut that enables larger deformation
(to make the scaffold more elastic locally and in the specific direction).
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Figure 12: Mandible geometry reconstructed by regular NURSS mesh of nodes, edges, and faces.
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production process of deposition of more materials per layer
using an FDM machine as a role model for some future
systems.

)e FDMmachine: CreatBot DX Plus was equipped with
two extrusion heads, with the first head stacking the scaffold
structure material (biopolymer) and the second head

(a) (b)
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Figure 14:)e FEA and design optimization regarding required mechanical properties. (a) Boundary conditions corresponding to anterior
incisor bite. (b) Finite element mesh. (c) and (d) Deformation of the mandible and PBS assembly. (e) and (f))e field of equivalent stress in
the PBS struts.
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stacking the water-soluble support structure that played the
role of biological material (graft) in the experiment
(Figure 16).

5.6. Biochemical Compatibility and Biodegradability. Due to
the difficulties of procuring the appropriate biodegradable
material that should be able to apply within FDM process
(i.e., for the FDM machines we had at our disposal), the
elaboration of the biochemical compatibility and biode-
gradability aspects of the mandibular PBS solution was
missed. However, in any future elaboration of PBS, this
aspect must be considered.

6. Discussion

Although we knew that we would not be able to complete the
research fast by implanting the mandible scaffold due to the
long period needed to overcome the ethical obstacles of
applying a human experimental implant, this PBS design
study was conducted to show the need and importance of
holistic approach when designing PBS and implants. )e
personalization of a bone scaffold implies adjustment of the
geometry and structure multilaterally. )at is why the
conducted study included the following: (1) exploration of
methods for efficient reconstruction of bone geometry, (2)
working out the design of an appropriate PBS, (3) adapting
the PBS structure to the requirements in terms of mechanical
properties and implantation, and (4) working out of a po-
tential production process of an integral implant made of
scaffold and bone graft.

Personalization of a bone scaffold outweighs the need for
scaffold geometry to be like a patient’s specific bone anat-
omy. )e optimization of the mechanical properties of the
scaffold should not only ensure the load transfer but also
provide the necessary deformation for the appropriate

distinctive load cases, which is necessary for a strong
stimulation of ossification. )e design of the PBS should
include structural elements that would facilitate or improve
the process of incorporation into the patient’s body as well as
the attachment of the scaffold to healthy bone and muscle
tissue. Finally, the study of a PBS development indicates the
need for the so-called integral implants. Such implants
should be made in clinical conditions where, in addition to
the biodegradable material intended for scaffold struts
building up, the necessary biological prototissue material
would be stacked too. Holistic analysis of the role and
implantation of PBS dispels some important misconcep-
tions; for example, the geometry of the scaffold should
mimic the geometry of the tissue. )is seems completely
unnecessary because the bone graft (especially the allograft,
if it is possible to provide) is a part of an integral bone
implant that should generate tissue geometry. During its
transformation from prototissue into mature bone tissue, it
forms an optimal and original bone tissue structure, just the
one that specific patient needs. )e bone scaffold is another
part of that integral bone implant which should only tem-
porarily ensure holding of the graft until it becomes mature
bone tissue and connects to the other parts. )e scaffold
should be designed as a dynamic structure that should
enable the growth of the original bone tissue through its
volume, but also to provide appropriate stimuli to the
surrounding tissue in the period until it resorbs.

6.1. Future Research. )e presented study introduced a se-
ries of ideas related to the design of personalized bone
scaffold whose effects have yet to be explored and evaluated:
(1) conceptual design solution of lattice-like (or cage-like)
scaffolds that are designed to hold bone graft and do not
mimic the geometry of bone tissue, (2) the shape of the cross
sections of the struts of the scaffold that provide a better grip
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attachment 

Fastening 
latches

(a)

Double rim around
the condylar process
for reinforcement
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Figure 15: Personalized design elements for facilitation and improving the implantation.
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of the graft inside the cage of the scaffold and facilitate the
penetration of tissue from the outside to the inside of the
scaffold, (3) deformable struts whose shape, orientation, and
arrangement can be used to control the elasticity of the
scaffold in different directions [2, 4, 6], (4) the attachment
elements that should be used for attaching the scaffold to the
surrounding bone tissue and muscles, (5) design of time-
controlled biodegradable scaffold struts, (6) design of bio-
active materials that can absorb and disperse bioactive
substances in accordance with the external induces (e.g.,
external custom magnetic field like that reported in [1], and
(7) method of production of integral implants that would
enable using relatively cheap FDM process to fabricate the
very complex 3D structure of a personalized bone scaffold.

7. Conclusions

)e study of personalized scaffold design solutions aimed at
the reconstruction of a large missing piece of mandible
provided a more detailed understanding of the challenges in
the personalization of a bone scaffold. Furthermore, the study
has offered an initial framework of criteria for assessing the
realistic and successful applicability of a PBS design solution.
Of course, these criteria can be further elaborated and de-
scribed in more detail, and we hope this paper will poke
similar research in the near future. Finally, it seems that the
offered holistic approach opens a new niche for further
bioengineering research in the domain of patient-specific or
personalized or customized bone implants and scaffolds.
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